
CABOURG - 16 July 

Race 1 

1. DROP DE L'ITON - DQ at Chartres eighteen days ago and held in lower 
grade contests prior. Others preferred.  

2. EPICE - 3L fourth in a class E mobile event at Vichy. Good frame record over 
this trip. Each way player.  

3. DUCK DRYME - 2L success in a low grade walk up at Amiens. Two placings 
from three outings over track and trip. Steps back up in grade significantly.  

4. EROS DU BRISSE - 7L seventh in a low grade mobile event at Caen 
seventeen days ago. More needed.  

5. DIAMOND RIGHT - Four DQ from his last six starts but scored in a class F 
walk up on the grass at Erbray two back. Frame claims.  

6. EMBLEME BUROIS - Mixed form in lower grade contests but could find the 
frame on best figures.  

7. DAIQUIRI - Running consistently in lower grades prior to a DQ at Laval fifteen 
days ago. Place claims.  

8. ELAN DU MOUCHEL - Below par latest but finished 1.25L runner up in a 
class E walk up on the grass at a country venue. Not discounted if bouncing 
back.  

9. DIAMANT DU RUEL - 4L third in a low grade mobile event at Caen 
seventeen days back. Best watched.  

10. ECUSSON DU CORTA - Below par in three starts since resuming but has 
found the frame four times in six starts over this trip. Not discounted.  

11. ESTOCADE BLEUE - Well beaten on all three starts this year. Opposed.  

12. ELFE ATOUT - Back-to-back fourths in class E events recently. Goes well 
at this distance. One to note.  

13. DARWIN STAR - Safely accounted for in three outings since resuming. 
More needed.  

14. EXPRESS DE L'ITON - 5L second in a class D walk up on the grass at 
Montmirail nineteen days ago. Excellent record at this venue. Leading chance.  

15. DESIGN JENILOU - Ran well in this grade on his last two starts. One to 
note.  

16. DARSHAN - 6.5L third in this class when behind Express de l'iton at 
Montmirail recently. In the mix.  



Summary 

EXPRESS DE L'ITON (14) produced a 5L second in a class D walk up on the 

grass at Montmirail. Excellent record at this venue with four wins from ten starts. 

Leading player. DARSHAN (16) finished a further 1.5L back in third in the 

aforementioned contest and is respected racing in the same grade. DESIGN 

JENILOU (15) went well in this standard recently. Thereabouts. ELFE ATOUT 

(12) enjoys this distance. One to note. 

Selections 

EXPRESS DE L'ITON (14) - DARSHAN (16) - DESIGN JENILOU (15) - 

ELFE ATOUT (12)  



Race 2 

1. GAIA DEL SOL - Two placings from 29 career starts. Opposed.  

2. FOUR ROSES - Placed in her last two outings but this represents a severe 

step up in class. More needed.  

3. GUINNESS ORADEL - 2.75L fourth in a class F walk up at this venue. Frame 

claims with a solid record without shoes.  

4. FIFALINE - 1.75L runner up in a class F walk up at Nantes eleven days ago. 

One to note.  

5. FELICITA D'ECOUVES - 5.5L fifth in a class D mobile event at Caen three 

weeks ago. In the mix.  

6. GAME ATTITUDE - Scored in a grade E autostart at Amiens prior to a below 

par effort at Enghien recently. Dangerous to dismiss on best form.  

7. GIRL PETTEVINIERE - Attempted to make all when 1.75L second in a class 

F mobile event at Vichy eleven days ago. Frame claims.  

8. GALLIA DU LINAIS - 1.75L fourth in a class E mobile event at Caen 24 days 

ago. Shortlisted.  

9. FORLANE DEBAILLEUL - Midfield finishes of late mainly at a lower grade. 

Outside place claims.  

10. GITANE DU DIGEON - Scored in this grade at Vincennes four back and 

ran well in a class C event at the same venue a fortnight ago. Notable runner.  

Summary 

GITANE DU DIGEON (10) scored in this grade at Vincennes four back and ran 

well in a class C event at the same venue a fortnight ago. Key player revisiting 

a walk up at this standard. GALLIA DU LINAIS (8) produced a 1.75L fourth in a 

class E mobile event at Caen. Shortlist. GIRL PETTEVINIERE (7) attempted to 

make all when 1.75L second in a class F mobile event at Vichy. Frame claims 

especially if getting an early lead. GAME ATTITUDE (6) cannot be ruled out. 

Selections 

GITANE DU DIGEON (10) - GALLIA DU LINAIS (8) - GIRL PETTEVINIERE 

(7) - GAME ATTITUDE (6)  



Race 3 

1. GRETA - Failed to complete in previous pair of mounted contests. Claims if 

able to finish having won at this level on reappearance. 

2. GRETA DU CHATELET - 7L third in this company at Caen two starts ago. 

Placing at best. 

3. GAIN ULTIME - Down the field in a walk up on reappearance. Expected to 

improve dramatically with ten placings from twelve runs in mounted company. 

4. FLAMBOYANT DU RIB - Mixed form this campaign but respected with a 

good mounted record. Each way hope. 

5. FATOU - Scored in a weaker Cholet mounted affair three back. Others make 

more appeal. 

6. CALL BOY DANOVER - Yet to find the placings in three mounted starts. 

Minor role likely. 

7. ESPION JAUNE - 41L defeat in a better Meslay du Maine mounted race 

second up. This is easier but prefer to watch. 

8. ELINO BILOU - Nose success in this company in a mounted race on 

penultimate start. Top chance to maintain unbeaten record barefoot. 

9. FRANCE BRESIL - 4.25L fourth in a stronger Laval mounted event two runs 

ago. Keep in mind. 

10. CONFIDENCE - Three mounted placings from four attempts including at a 

higher level. Respected. 

Summary 

GAIN ULTIME (3) is expected to improve considerably after a downfield walk 

up effort on reappearance. Placed ten times from twelve mounted starts and 

rates highly. ELINO BILOU (8) bids to maintain an unbeaten record without 

shoes after scoring in this grade by a nose two back. Leading candidate for a 

notable trainer. CONFIDENCE (10) offers each way hope after three mounted 

placings from four efforts. FLAMBOYANT DU RIB (4) is not to be 

underestimated returning to a mounted event. 

Selections 

GAIN ULTIME (3) - ELINO BILOU (8) - CONFIDENCE (10) - FLAMBOYANT 

DU RIB (4)  



Race 4 

1. HERA GECECA - Held seventh in a weaker grass walk up last month. May 
improve barefoot for the first time. 

2. HACIENDA - Scored in a weaker driven event second up five days ago. In 
form but needs more at this standard. 

3. HARMONIA GEDE - Reached the placings in a weaker grass walk up at the 
start of this month. Others preferred back on this surface. 

4. HIGH MONEY D'AVRAN - Improved fourth at this level last week. Overall 
profile suggest unlikely to replicate. 

5. HIPPIE CHIC - Completed a double in a weaker Caen autostart last month. 
Solid contender up in class without shoes. 

6. HATHENA OF NIGHT - Four consecutive walk up placings in easier 
company including two wins since resuming. Could take this class rise in her 
stride with a good record barefoot. 

7. HALTEA DU BELLAY - Infrequent winner who finished second at this level 
thirteen days ago. Among the place hopefuls. 

8. HILDA DU GERS - 5L eighth in a Enghien autostart in this grade thirteen 
days ago. Key player on previous form. 

9. HANNA DU KLAU - 5.25L sixth in a course autostart at this standard last 
week. Each way appeal. 

10. HALIZAROSA - All or nothing type who failed to complete earlier this 
month. Top chance if bouncing back to winning form in this grade two back. 

11. HERMIONE D'ARGENT - 33 race maiden who is impossible to recommend 
after modest form this term. 

12. HARIA DU BELLAY - Solid driven form in this company without winning 
this campaign. Leading contender who is one from one over track and trip. 

13. HIRONDELLE D'AVEZE - 6.5L eleventh in this company at Enghien 
thirteen days ago. Something to find. 

14. HALIZEE DES ISLES - Improved 3L third in this company at Saint Brieuc. 
Among the place chances. 

15. HEDONISTE D'EM - Yet to find a placing in driven company. Opposed after 
a lengthy absence. 

16. HAURORE - Three straight driven placings including in tougher company 
six days ago. Attractive chance. 



Summary 

HATHENA OF NIGHT (6) arrives in peak form after four straight walk up 

placings in easier grades. Leading chance to take this class rise in her stride 

with a good barefoot record. HIPPIE CHIC (5) holds genuine claims after 

completing a double in a lesser Caen driven contest. One to note is 

HALIZAROSA (10). Not always consistent however is dangerous to dismiss if 

able to complete. HAURORE (16) rates a place chance after a fine second 

among tougher company six days ago. 

Selections 

HATHENA OF NIGHT (6) - HIPPIE CHIC (5) - HALIZAROSA (10) - 

HAURORE (16)  



Race 5 

1. HARLEM LOCA - Seventeen race maiden and would be a surprise were he 

to change that.  

2. HORSE DU HENNEQUIN - Won two starts ago but DQ since. Threat to all if 

able to find the finish.  

3. HOMMAGE DE TILLARD - Resumed in great form. This is his toughest task 

yet but clearly improving and has each way claims once more.  

4. HIEROCLES - Only modest performances so far this campaign and will need 

to improve again.  

5. HOUBLON DE TILLARD - Won five starts ago but regressed subsequently. 

Needs to re-find form.  

6. HUSSARDWICZ - Well beaten on reappearance and happy to oppose 

following that. 

7. HENRY DE TROUVILLE - Placed three times and won from last five starts. 

Clearly in great form and remains in suitable grade. Shortlist.  

8. HIT DE JOBI - 2L winner at Carpentras last time out. Hard to rule out upped 

in standard. 

9. HAPPY BEJI - 2.25L fourth at Vincennes last time was a good effort. Each 

way claims following that.  

10. HERRERA ELLIS - 0.5L winner at Amiens in a easier contest than this. 

Clearly in good form though and hard to rule out.  

11. HUGO THE BOSS - String of placed efforts earlier in the campaign but 

regressed of late. Needs to re-find form.  

12. HECTOR DU MINON - 1.25L second at La Capelle two starts back was a 

good effort. DQ since but could easily bounce back.  

13. HIPSTER - Unexposed type that seems to be progressing. Each way 

claims.  

14. HIDALGO DE VARENNE - Won three times and placed twice from last six 

starts. Key player in a suitable grade.  

15. HAS DE COEUR - 10L third at Lisieux last time out. Frame claims upped in 

standard.  



Summary 

HIDALGO DE VARENNE (14) has won three times in his last five starts. 

Thriving at present and looks the one to beat. HENRY DE TROUVILLE (7) has 

been running consistently well this campaign. Rates highly and has a big 

winning chance. HIT DE JOBI (8) impressed when a 2L winner last time out. 

This is a better race but can improve again. Shortlist. HOMMAGE DE TILLARD 

(3) has resumed in great form. Upped in grade but looks a potential threat to 

all. 

Selections 

HIDALGO DE VARENNE (14) - HENRY DE TROUVILLE (7) - HIT DE JOBI 

(8) - HOMMAGE DE TILLARD (3)  



Race 6 

1. INDISCRETION - Running consistently well before a DQ last time. Worth 
another chance despite going up in grade.  

2. IDEFIX DE CENTULE - 5.25L fourth at Vincennes on reappearance. That 
was a promising effort and can improve again. Keep safe.  

3. ISIS DE ROSE - Won three starts back and placed last time. Should give 
another bold showing.  

4. IDEAL DELADOU - Placed on three consecutive runs before scoring two 
starts ago. DQ latest but that is best ignored given string of good runs 
previously. Big chance if finding the finish.  

5. IVANA DES RACQUES - No better than midfield since resuming and needs 
to improve.  

6. INDIANA D'OYSE - Yet to miss the placings after five starts. Progressive filly 
that is easy to fancy.  

7. ICELANDER - Won three starts ago but disappointing in two starts since. 
Eased in grade however and this more realistic. Each way chance.  

8. ISHTAR FONT - 3.75L third at La Capelle. In the mix in this suitable event.  

9. INCROYABLE BLACK - DQ on reappearance in similar contest. Each way 
claims if bouncing back. 

10. IBRA MESLOIS - Back to back placings earlier in the campaign but 
struggled in better races since. In a more suitable looking race now and looks 
an each way player.  

11. IMPERIA VEDAQUAISE - Well beaten on reappearance and will need to 
improve sharply if she is to factor following that.  

12. IDYLLE DU TRIO - Four consecutive DQ and happy to oppose.  

Summary 

INDIANA D'OYSE (6) has won and placed four times in five career starts so far. 
Fair prospect that should continue progressing. The one to beat. IDEFIX DE 
CENTULE (2) shaped well on reappearance at Vincennes when just missing 
the placings. Should only improve upon that so keep safe. IBRA MESLOIS (10) 
drops back in grade having contested strong races of late. Big chance at this 
level. ISHTAR FONT (8) placed in a similar contest last time pout. Each way 
claims. 

Selections 

INDIANA D'OYSE (6) - IDEFIX DE CENTULE (2) - IBRA MESLOIS (10) - 
ISHTAR FONT (8)  



Race 7 

1. ELIE DU PRIEURE - Shown little in last three outings since a win but has 

found a winnable event.  

2. FAVORI JET - Struggled for form in last two outings. Needs to improve.  

3. ECU DU LEVANT - Third five starts back but badly out of sorts since.  

4. FRO - Badly out of form and best watched.  

5. GALA DU CHATELET - Out of form and the drop in class needs to help.  

6. FAUBOURG - Third in a higher class five starts back at Laval. Has shown 

minimal since.  

7. GAVROCHE BEST - Winner two starts back at Caen. Fifth subsequently 

beaten 17L at Vire. Can bounce back.  

8. GLOIRE JOYEUSE - DQ latest when favourite at Feurs. Previously has gone 

with credit in group company. Has to be given another chance.  

9. ELITO DRY - Four DQ in last six outings and impossible to fancy.  

10. FADILA - 7L winner at Vire recently in a higher class and looks the one to 

beat.  

11. ELTON DU HAM - Four straight DQ and difficult to trust on debut for new 

yard after a 417 day break.  

Summary 

FADILA (10) was an impressive winner at Vire by 7L tackling a higher class. 

Could prove tough to beat. GLOIRE JOYEUSE (8) showed ability in group 

races before being DQ latest attempting a class E. Needs another chance. 

GAVROCHE BEST (7) won two starts back at Caen however disappointed 

since. Can bounce back. ELIE DU PRIEURE (1) is yet to convince since a 

success four starts ago though is worth another try. 

Selections 

FADILA (10) - GLOIRE JOYEUSE (8) - GAVROCHE BEST (7) - ELIE DU 

PRIEURE (1)  



Race 8 

1. IDEAL D'AUVILLIER - DQ on both starts to date. Needs to show more.  

2. INTOUCHABLE FAC - Seventh beaten 16L at Cabourg in this class. 

Requires more.  

3. INDIAN SUMMER - Sixth at a country track in this class twelve days ago. 

Not entirely dismissed.  

4. ILLICO DE BOMO - DQ when going well at a country track in this class. 

Three placings from five outings and needs to be considered. 

5. INDIGO BLUE - Won at Strasbourg two starts back in this class by 1.25L 

and backed that up with a solid third at Reims. Contender.  

6. IZIO DU POMMEREUX - Third beaten 3L in this class at Reims. More than 

capable of going well.  

7. I GOT A DREAM - Fifth in this class but only beaten 1.75L at Caen. Solid 

chance.  

8. IN LOVE DE L'ITON - Won by 1.25L in a lower class at Graignes and well 

worth a try up in class.  

9. ILEO PIERJI - Won at Craon by 0.75L in a lower class and interesting up in 

class with a strong driver booking.  

10. IDEAL DU GOULOT - Bidding for a hat-trick after winning at Saint Malo by 

2.5L in a higher class. The one to beat.  

11. IT'S ROCK'N ROLL - Won in a higher class at Cabourg in a higher class 

by 1.75L. Interesting down in grade.  

Summary 

IDEAL DU GOULOT (10) won well by 2.5L at Saint Malo in a higher class. The 

one to beat down in grade bidding for a hat-trick. IT'S ROCK'N ROLL (11) won 

on his second career outing in a higher class at Cabourg by 1.75L. Strong 

claims once more. ILEO PIERJI (9) and IN LOVE DE L'ITON (8) both won in a 

lower standard last time out. Need to be considered going up in level. 

Selections 

IDEAL DU GOULOT (10) - IT'S ROCK'N ROLL (11) - ILEO PIERJI (9) - IN 

LOVE DE L'ITON (8) 


